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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A concurrent schedule of reinforcement is defined as the simul

taneous and independent programming of two or more schedules of rein

forcement . The importance of the study of concurrent scheduling of
behavioral consequences is due to their increased complexity compared
to single reinforcement consequences. Analysis of more complex situ
ations is a step in the development of the techniques required for a
thorough-going analysis of the still more complex repertoires of human

Variable interval (VI) schedules, in which reinforcementsbehavior.
are programmed according to a series of intervals which vary randomly
about a mean, have been subjected to the most complete analysis in the
concurrent context (Catania, 1966). When the behavior on one of two
(Catania, 1963; Herrnstein, 1961; Reynolds, 1963) or three (Reynolds,
1963) operanda has been analyzed, an invariant direct relationship has

That is when the reinforcements scheduled for one oper-been found.
andum were varied and the ratios of responses on that operandum to
total responses and reinforcements scheduled for that operandum to
total reinforcements were plotted, a linear function resulted. The
observed relationship has been discussed as characteristic of schedule
interactions, and the phenomenon has been referred to as matching.
Catania (1966) presented sane data which suggest that matching holds
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for other concurrently programmed schedules of positive reinforcement,
but he also indicated that the data were insufficient to support a
generalization to all concurrent positively controlled schedules.

The matching relationship determined from an analysis of con
current VI schedules provides a basis for investigation of matching in
other positively controlled concurrent schedules. However, a similar
analysis of concurrent positive and negative reinforcement contingen
cies has not been reported. Any of the schedules of positive rein
forcement (Ferster & Skinner, 1957) could be studied in combination
with the free-operant avoidance schedule of negative reinforcement
(Sidman, 1953). The definitions of schedules of positive reinforcement
will be presented as required, but a general description of the free-
operant avoidance procedure will minimize subsequent references. In
the free-operant avoidance procedure an aversive event is programmed
at a regular interval, termed the SS interval. If a response occurs,
the next aversive event is postponed a specified duration, termed the

Any combination of SS and RS intervals may be used, butRS interval.
An extensive

Avoidance schedules referred to hereinafter are of the free-operant
type with modifications discussed as they are appropriate. A few
studies of concurrently scheduled positive reinforcement and avoidance

development of this problem.

it is typical for RS to be equal to or greater than SS.
review of free-operant avoidance has been prepared (Sidman, 1966).

Ferster and Skinner (1957) reported data obtained from rats on a

consequences have been reported, and their review is germane to the
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concurrent fixed interval, a schedule so arranged that the first re
sponse which occurs after a constant interval is reinforced, and an
avoidance schedule of reinforcement. The schedules were programmed on
a single lever, a procedure which meets the requirements of the con
current schedule definition, but has more recently been referred to as
conjoint scheduling (Catania, Deegan, & Cook, 1966). Ferster and

voidance control occurred following fixed interval reinforcement. A
transition from low avoidance rates to higher rates typical of re
sponding just preceding fixed interval reinforcement was observed as
the interval timed out. The higher rates later in the interval, con
trolled by fixed interval reinforcement, thus obscured the effect of
avoidance control in this single key concurrent procedure.

A study by Sidman (1958) exemplifies the complexities encountered
in studies of concurrent schedules. He used rhesus monkeys and
initially programmed VI and avoidance schedules on separate levers.
The pattern of responding which developed on either lever was atypical
of responding observed with the schedules separately programmed.
Ferster (1957) has shown that such atypical behavior in concurrent
schedules indicates the dependence of one response on the other.
Sidman indicated that the patterning of responses observed suggested
that VI responding was dependent on avoidance responding. To correct
the observed dependence, he used a chain pulling response in the VI
schedule, but there was still evidence of VI dependence on avoidance

A fixed ratio (FR) schedule of positive reinforcement,responding.

Skinner (1957) found that rates of responding characteristic of a-
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reinforcement delivered following the last of a constant number of re

sponses, was then substituted for the VI schedule. There was now a
suggestion that avoidance responding was adventitiously reinforced by
FR reinforcement, although the behaviors associated with each schedule
became more typical. A delay to reinforcement after switching from
one operandum to another, usually called a changeover delay (Catania,
1966; Hermstein, 1961), is now used to minimize such dependencies.

Kelleher and Cook (1959) also investigated concurrent FR and a-
Rats and squirrel monkeys were run on the singlevoidance schedules.

In both species responding was characterized by lowlever procedure.
rates under the control of the avoidance schedules during the pause
after FR reinforcement, followed by an abrupt change to high rates

As in the study by Ferster and Skinnertypical of FR performance.
(1957), the high rates under the control of FR reinforcement partially
obscured the effects of the avoidance contingency. However, these
results have been replicated using squirrel monkeys and the two lever
procedure (Catania et al., 1966) with the independence of the separate
responses evident in that the behavior on the separate levers was
typical of the schedules programmed separately.

Another study (Sidman, 1962b) used rhesus monkeys and investi
gated interactions in a schedule where one component was avoidance and

The reinforcement for the FR re-the other was an FR requirement.
sponses was a five minute period free from the avoidance contingency.
A changeover delay was used, but positive acceleration in avoidance
responding was observed as the FR reinforcement was approached. To
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correct this dependence, multiple responses on the avoidance operandum
were required to postpone shock. This change resulted in the develop
ment of independent control of the two responses.

The change made by Sidman (1962b) to establish response inde
pendence imposed the behavioral demand that a number of avoidance re
sponses be made to avoid shock. There is a possibility that, within
a concurrent schedule, it is necessary for the avoidance contingency
to control a multiple avoidance response pattern if response inde
pendence is to be maintained. The adjusting avoidance procedure

ally maintains a multiple avoidance response pattern, but multiple
responding is generated by the subject and is not a physical demand
of the program. In an adjusting schedule, an SS value is selected
which defines the interval separating aversive events, given that no

The RS value, however, defines only the minimumresponse occurs.
possible time between a response and an aversive event. Each re
sponse adds an increment, the RS value, to the temporal distance to

Thus in adjusting avoidance, multiple re-the next aversive event.
sponses by a subject accumulate time, usually up to sane arbitrary

For exanple, if RS equals 1 sec. and a response occurs withmaximum.
2 sec. remaining to the aversive event, that event will not occur for
3 sec., while if five responses had been made the aversive event
would have been delayed for 7 sec., etc. Using this procedure, the
subject can control the RS interval actually in effect, but the speci
ficity of the subject's relationship to the aversive event is lessened.

(Sidman, 1962a), a modification of the free-operant procedure, usu-
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This is to be contrasted with the simple free-operant procedure where
even if multiple responses occur, the aversive event still comes at a
constant interval from the last response.

Sidman (1962a) used the adjusting avoidance procedure with rats.
The SS and RS were both 5 sec., and a maximum of 50 sec. could be ac
cumulated from the next occurrence of the aversive event. A warning
signal was presented in the 5 sec. period preceding the aversive event
in one part of the study producing conditions such that stimulus con
trol of the avoidance behavior could be investigated. When no stimu
lus was presented, rapid responding alternated with brief periods of

No indications of a temporal discrimination were observed.inactivity.
In fact, the subjects typically responded in such a way as to maintain

When stimulus controlthe maximum distance from the aversive event.
procedures were used, the response pattern changed so that the sub
jects seldom responded to reach the maximum distance from the aversive

Also the time between instances of rapid avoidance respondingevent.
was found to be longer when stimulus control was used.

Baer (I960; 1962) used the adjusting avoidance procedure, and re
ported data obtained from nursery school children. The withdrawal of
either cartoons or a social reinforcer, attention from a puppet, were

The data reported were similar to those ob-used as aversive events.
tained by Sidman (1962a) without stimulus control.

Field and Boren (1963) obtained data from rats in a study of ad
justing avoidance behavior under several levels of stimulus control.
The SS was 5 sec., the RS was 10 sec., and 100 sec. could be
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accumulated from the aversive event, shock. The shock was programmed
so that an escape response was required for its termination. Auditory,
visual, both, or no stimuli could be correlated with the maximum range
of distance from the shock. When no correlated stimuli were used, the
subjects maintained the maximum distance from shock. When either
auditory or auditory and visual stimuli were used, the subjects typi
cally started avoidance responding fran a point in time close to the
occurrence of the shock. Once started, avoidance responding con
tinued but was terminated before the maximum distance fran shock was
reached. Thus the avoidance behavior occurred in cycles of responding
and inactivity. When visual stimuli alone were used the same cyclic
character of avoidance responding was evident, but it began from a
point not as close to the occurrence of the shock as when auditory or

When stimuli were limited toauditory and visual stimuli were used.
the period inmediately prior to the occurrence of shock, a response
pattern developed which maintained the subjects in close tenporal
proximity to the presence of the stimuli, a finding consistent with
that of Sidman (1962a).

The data available indicate that concurrent schedules of rein
forcement result in the development of more conplex behavior patterns

An analysis of concurrent VI contingenciesthan do single schedules.
differentiated the matching phenomenon resulting from reinforcement
interactions, which initial data suggest should be applicable to other
concurrent positive schedules. No similar analysis of concurrent
schedules of positive and negative reinforcement is available, although
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a few studies have been reported. Further, the more strongly subject

controlled adjusting avoidance schedule has not been investigated in

a concurrent schedule.



CHAPTER H

PROBLEM

Continued investigation of concurrent positively controlled and
avoidance schedules could proceed along several lines. Among these
are studies which might investigate other schedules of positive rein-

Another possible direction is the manipu-forcement and avoidance.

lation of different values of previously observed schedules. Such
studies will yield data concerning behavior under concurrent positive

In a recent study (Catania et al., 1966)and negative contingencies.
it was suggested that it is probable that schedule interactions of
the matching kind do not occur in concurrent schedules if different

If this is so, manipulations made inreinforcement control is used.
one component should have no effect on another in a concurrent schedule
where different reinforcers are used, provided the physical limi-

Such a possibility was in-tations of an organism are not exceeded.
Specifically, VI and adjusting avoidancevestigated in this study.

contingencies were programmed as components of a concurrent schedule.
The VI contingencies were held constant, and the avoidance parameters

manipulated.were
The subjects used in this study were pigeons and humans. Both
selected because of previously reported negative findings whenwere
have been used in avoidance situations. The use of the pigeonthey
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an experimental animal has become widespread.as However, the suc
cessful use of the pigeon in a key-pecking shock avoidance situation
has not been reported. Hoffman and Fleshier (1959) reported a specific
failure to shape key-peck shock escape or avoidance behavior using the
Sidman procedure. One particular problem which they reported vias the
lack of development of a clearly defined pecking response. Ib mini
mize the possibility of the development of a similar problem in this
investigation, the VI behavior was established prior to attempting to
shape the key-peck shock escape avoidance response.

Few human avoidance studies have been reported, and of those,
none has presented data related to parametric evaluation of the inde-

Avoidance behavior in humans has beenpendent avoidance parameters.
maintained by the termination or postponing of white noise superimposed
on music (Hefferline, Keenan, & Harford, 1959)• The use of electric
shock as an aversive stimulus has also been reported (Ader & Scibetta,
1964; Ader & Tatum, 1961, 1963; Stone, 1961). The withdrawal of car-

of a small amount of money (Stone, 1961) have also been used as
aversive events in avoidance studies. All of these studies have been
of relatively short duration and a common finding has been that some
subjects failed to develop avoidance behavior. Consideration was
given to these factors in this attempt to extend the investigation of
avoidance behavior to the more conplex concurrent schedule situation.

Since it has been shown that the use of stimulus control pro
cedures produced narked effects on adjusting avoidance behavior

toons (Baer, I960) or a social reinforcer (Baer, 1962), and the loss
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(Field & Boren, 1963; Sidman, 1962a) they were incorporated into this

study in two ways. For the pigeons, a continuously variable stimulus

was correlated with the avoidance schedule during training and subse

quent experimental conditions. With the humans, the avoidance behavior

was studied with and without a correlated stimulus.

For convenience, the questions posed for this investigation have

been reduced to sunmary form.

Can concurrent VI and avoidance behaviorAvoidance Behavior.

be obtained and subsequently maintained in pigeons and humans

with the procedures used in this investigation?

What functional relationshipsFunctional Relationships.2.

would derive from manipulations of the teirporal parameters
of the avoidance schedule?

What would be the effect of the presence3. Stimulus Control.
or absence of a stimulus correlated with the avoidance
schedule?



CHAPTER III

THE PIGEON EXPERIMENT

Method
Subjects

Five White King and one Silver King pigeons of unknown sex and
age, maintained at about 75 per cent of their free-feeding weight,

Three of the pigeons, WK53, WK94, and WK99 had a priorwere used.
history of fixed interval adjusting ratio exposure while the others
were naive.
Apparatus

The environment was similar to that described by Ferster and
Skinner (1957)- Two layers of 0.75 in. thick plywood covered with
Celotex formed the sound-attenuating shell which housed the working
panel. The sound level in the working compartment was estimated to
be approximately 50 db. The environment was isolated frcm the noise
of the programming equipment located in an adjacent room, and frcm the
noise of other similar environments in the same room. The interior
of the working compartment was painted white except for the panel
which was unfinished aluminum. The floor of the chamber was made of
wood dowels and the environment was ventilated by a suction fan. A
mercury contact swivel was mounted on the top of the environment and
extended through to the ceiling of the working canpartment. Leads
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from the swivel terminated inside the environment in a female plug.
The house lights were two 6 watt bulbs behind clear covers mounted 0.75
in. above the grid floor and 1.50 in. from the sides of the panel.
They provided an average illumination of 2.0 foot-candles.

A 1.75 in. high by 2.00 in. wide rectangular hole was cut on the
center line through the working panel. The bottom of the hole was 2.5
in. above the grid floor. A grain magazine was mounted behind the
rectangular hole and was illuminated during reinforcement by a 15 watt
bulb.

Three key apertures 0.75 in. in diameter were cut through the
panel 10.25 in. above the grid floor. They were spaced 3-5 in. apart,
symmetrically about the center line of the panel. The left aperture

Gerbrands keys were mounted behindwas covered for this experiment.
the center and the right apertures. Both keys were surrounded by an
aluminum shield measuring 1.50 by 1.88 by 1.19 in. with a one-inch
diameter hole cut through the shield to allow clear access to the
keys. The use of these shields resulted in the keys being recessed
0.5 in. from the surface of the shields. The shields were provided
to prevent wing flapping and other shock induced behaviors from oper
ating the keys. A click presented through a speaker mounted on the
panel provided feedback each time a key was pecked. The feedback for
pecks on the two keys was discriminably different. Behind each key
was mounted a 7-5 watt white bulb and a 28 volt DC white pilot light
centered on and 0.75 in. fran the back. The key was covered with
cumulative recorder paper to diffuse the illumination provided by the
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The 28 volt DC light could be varied in intensity fromlight source.
dim to bright as a schedule correlated clock. A clock has been defined
as "A stimulus some dimension of which varies systematically with time,
usually measured from the preceding reinforcement but possibly frcm
some other point." (Ferster & Skinner, 1957, P- 724). The brightness
of the keys was matched: The low intensity was less than 0.1 milli
Lamberts, and the highest intensity in the variable range was 1.9
milli-Lamberts. Since the recording attenuator progranming the varia
ble intensity of these lights reset slowly, the 7-5 watt white bulb
illiminated the keys during the reset of the recorder from the low to
maximum intensity when simple avoidance was programed. Under the
reset condition, the intensity of the keys was 4.1 milli-Lamberts.

Only the variable intensity light was operative when adjusting a-

voidance schedules were programmed. All light measurements were made

with a photoelectric light meter placed 0.5 in. from the key surface,

expressed in foot-candles and converted to milli-Lamberts where

appropriate.
Standard relay circuitry was used to program reinforcement con-

The data were collected on counters, timers, cumulativetingencies.
recorders, and a recording attenuator.

Procedure
The pigeons were reduced to 75 per cent of their free-feeding

The naive, except WKA, and two non-naive pigeons, WK94 andweight.
WK99, were then shaped, by hand, to peck the center key, illuminated
by a white light, with the right key dark. Food reinforcement
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consisted of presentation of the magazine filled with mixed grain for

four seconds, the illumination of the magazine, and the extinguishing

of house and key lights for the reinforcement duration. When hand

shaping was completed, the session continued until 50 reinforcements

had been obtained on a continuous reinforcement schedule. Luring
subsequent sessions each pigeon was exposed to increasing FR re
quirements to a maximum value of FR24. In sessions following that in
which the FR24 requirement was reached, a VI2 schedule of reinforcement

These
birds experienced a fixed interval 2 min. schedule briefly programmed

prior to the final shift to VI2.

After 30 to 45 days exposure to the food controlled schedule

alone, shock delivery electrodes were implanted using the techniques

described by Azrin (1959). The electrodes were connected by wires to

a male plug attached to a leather jacket which had been fitted over

For all sessions following the implant, thethe pigeons' wings.
connected to the swivel by joining the male plug on thepigeons were
female plug from the swivel.

Two procedures were used to control for the operant level of key
pecking on the right key while a food reinforcement schedule was pro

In the first condition, white light il-grammed on the center key.
Then, when pecks on the right key dropped to zeroluminated both keys.

or near-zero, the second condition was introduced in which the key
light stimuli were programmed to vary from bright to dim in 30 sec.
Every peck on the right key reset the stimulus level to the maximum

was programmed for all of the pigeons except WK85 and WK99.

back to the
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brightness. When right key pecks dropped to zero or near-zero after

this second stimulus change control procedure, shock escape shaping

began.

Shock escape shaping, by hand, was accomplished by programming an
avoidance contingency on the right key using equal SS and RS values set
at 30 sec. The voltage used was that observed to evoke an immediate
wing flexion on repeated presentation, usually between 60 and 80 volts.
The stimulus used for shaping was a 100 msec, shock recycling at the
rate of once per second, thus creating a train of shock. Reinforcement

for pecks on the right key was defined as the termination of the train

Successive approximations to key pecking were reinforcedof shock.

Two of the pigeons, WK85until key peck escape responses were emitted.

and SK23, were shaped to peck the right key with the center key covered

while the others were shaped with a concurrent schedule of reinforcement

programmed.

Shaping to peck theThe shaping procedure was changed for WKA.

food key was accomplished and terminated when 100 food reinforcements

had been obtained on a continuous reinforcement schedule. During the
following session, shock escape responses were shaped to the right key

The concurrent schedule was then programmedas previously described.
for all subsequent sessions.

All pigeons were run until stable on the concurrent schedule of
reinforcement; VI 2 min. on the center key and avoidance with SS and

A 2.3 sec. duration changeoverRS equal to 30 sec. on the right key.
delay was programmed for switching from the right key to the center
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Table 1
Sessions to Stability for each RS Valuea

RS=10 Sec.Subject RS=30 Sec.

14SK23 39

26 12WK53 2

8WK85 1870

WK94 1572

46 2121WK99

WKA 59

aSS=30 sec. under all conditions

RS=15 Sec.
46
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key. Stable behavior under any of the conditions was considered to

have been obtained when the VI rates of responding were within plus or

minus 10 per cent and the avoidance rates were within plus or minus

25 per cent of their respective means for the same eight consecutive

sessions. The SS interval was always 30 sec., the RS intervals used
were 30, 15, or 10 sec. in that order. Pigeon WK53 was exposed ad
ditionally to an RS interval of 7.5 sec. When RS intervals of less
than 30 sec. were used, the adjusting avoidance procedure was in effect
in that it was possible to accumulate 30 sec. from the occurrence of

Because of injury it was necessary to terminate WKA andthe shock.
WK9^ soon after stability had been reached at RS=30 sec. and RS=15 sec.

Table 1 presents the number of sessions to stability atrespectively.

each RS value.
Results

The procedures used to control for the operant level of responding

This finding demonstrated that neitherresponding on the right key.
the availability of a second key nor a radical stimulus change were
sufficient conditions to maintain responding on the right key. The
control procedures were therefore omitted in the shaping of WKA.

Shaping the key-peck avoidance responseAvoidance Behavior.

Shock escape behavior pre-typically required two one-hour sessions.

dominated initially, but efficient avoidance behavior developed in 15

to l|0 sessions. As the avoidance behavior developed, periods of es

cape and avoidance alternated within a session. Later, effective

on the right key prior to shock escape shaping produced a zero rate of
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avoidance behavior was maintained and shocks occurred infrequently.

cord, was evident prior to the occurrence of switching from VI to a-

voidance responding. This characteristic, however, usually disappeared

from the cumulative records as the behavior became more stable, and

should be considered a transitory effect.

Stable maximum, minimum, and mean ratesFunctional Relationships.
of avoidance, VI, shock, and switching, for individual subjects are
shown in Fig. 1, 2, 3, and 4. Inspection of the VI rates indicates no
general trend, but the RS=10 sec. rate is consistently lower than the

This lower rate is compensated for approximately byRS=15 sec. rate.

Avoidance responding formedall RS values show considerable overlap.

Avoidance ratea decreasing function frcm RS=10 sec. to RS=30 sec.
ranges show little overlap, particularly when the ranges at RS=10 sec.

The higher rate for SK23 at RS=30 sec.

would suggest that, although the behavior had become stable at RS=30
For WK99, a slightsec., it was not yet well under stimulus control.

increase in avoidance responding and a relatively larger associated
increase in the shock rate at RS=10 sec. reflect a decrement in a-

However, when WK99 was returned to RS=15 sec.,voidance performance.
A similar decrement ineffective avoidance behavior was recovered.

avoidance performance was observed when WK53 was shifted to RS=7-5

and RS=30 sec. are compared.
than RS=15 sec. without a concomitantly large decrease in shock rate

Soon after avoidance behavior had developed, suppression of the VI rate 
of responding, defined by negative acceleration in the cumulative re

increases in the avoidance response rate. The ranges of VI rates at
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sec., but again, effective avoidance behavior was recovered when this

bird was returned to RS=10 sec.

The shock rate data indicate little or no change across RS

intervals with all ranges overlapping except for that at RS=10 sec. for

WK99. Note that the maximum possible rate would have been two shocks

per min. so that the increased shock rate of WK99 at RS=10 sec. still

represents avoidance of about 50 per cent of the scheduled shocks. A

similar increase in shock rate was observed for WK53 at RS=7.5 sec.
Throughout the study, when shock occurred, typically an escape response
was made following one pulse in the shock train.

The switching rate data are presented as aStimulus Control.

measure of the interaction between the independent schedules and stimu

lus control.

a complete cycle of change from VI to avoidance to VI responding. The

close parallel between avoidance and switching rates indicates that

At RS=10 and 15multiple avoidance responses were made infrequently.
sec. the pattern of switching and avoidance behavior typically kept the
birds within 5 to 15 sec. fran the occurrence of shock. Bursts of re
sponding adequate to accumulate the maximum of 30 sec. fran shock

The avoidance responserarely occurred during adjusting avoidance.

Discussion
The data clearly indicate that concurrent VI,Avoidance Behavior.

and adjusting avoidance behavior can be established with pigeons. In

the concurrent schedule no large effects on VI responding were

Switching responses were defined as by Findley (1958), as

was usually made 2 to 6 sec. before shock.
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observed,
sistently
decreases in the VI rate would occur at shorter RS intervals should be
explored. Manipulation of the RS interval produced consistent a-

voidance response rate changes with the single apparent exception being

that shown in Fig. 3 from RS=30 sec. to RS=15 sec. for SK23. Evalu
ation of avoidance, switching, and shock rates shown in Fig. 3 strongly
indicate that the avoidance behavior at RS=30 sec., although stable,
was not yet under stimulus control. The changes for SK23 from RS=15
sec. to RS=10 sec. in Fig. 3 show a clear consistency with those of
other birds. No explanation is suggested for the decrement in ef

fective avoidance behavior which occurred in some birds as the RS

It may have been the result of the unknown varia-interval decreased.

bles which produced the previously reported poor shock avoidance be

havior in the pigeon (Hoffman & Fleshier, 1959) • Continued research
must be acconplished to define the factors contributing to the a-
voidance behavior decrement.

Within the range of RS intervals in-Functional Relationships.
vestigated in this study, the behavior controlled by positive rein
forcement was unaffected by changes in the negative reinforcement con-

This finding is evident in the stability of the VItingencies.
behavior across manipulations of avoidance schedule RS values which

Therefore, the data areresulted in changes in avoidance responding.
in agreement with the suggestion that no reinforcement interactions
occur in concurrent schedules in which the Independent schedules are

although the rates of responding at RS=10 sec. are con- 
lower than those at RS=15 sec. The possibility that further
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under the control of different reinforcers (Catania et al., 1966).
Obviously, a study should be performed which holds negative rein
forcement control constant while manipulating the positive rein
forcement contingencies.

Stimulus Control. With the exception of SK23 from RS=30 sec. to

RS=15 sec., the switching rate for all birds increased as the RS inter

val was decreased. Ib maintain effective avoidance behavior as the RS

interval decreases, an increase in avoidance rate must occur. If

avoidance behavior is under stimulus control and the RS interval then

decreased, an increase in the avoidance rate must occur for effective

avoidance behavior to be maintained. An avoidance rate increase was

observed. If the SS interval remains the same there is no necessity

for an increase in the switching rate; that is, the programed rate

of occurrence of shock is not changed. The reasonable expectation

would be the development of multiple responses on the right key

as the RS interval decreased, but no change in switching. Multiple

responding may have failed to develop in the present study because
the stimuli correlated with the avoidance component permitted the
discrimination of those conditions which preceded shock. Ihose

stimulus conditions could acquire conditioned aversive properties,

and their termination could become sufficiently reinforcing to main-

The formation of such a discrimi-tain escape or avoidance behavior.

nation implies differential conditioned aversive properties associated

with the stimulus continuum. As long as the consequence of a single

response was the termination of conditioned aversive stimuli, a single
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response on the right key would be maintained, and a multiple response

havior under the control of conditioned aversive stimuli would require

a concomitant increase in switching as the RS interval decreased, and

that result was observed. Therefore, the data support an interpre

tation of right key responding as discriminated control of a single

This formulation is consistent with that of Anger (1963) -response.

The behavior observed is similar to that reported by Sidman (1962a)

and Field and Boren (1963). These investigators reported response

patterns under stimulus control which were such that the subjects

seldom continued responding to reach the maximum distance from shock.

Several manipulations were made to assess response independence.

Ferster (1957) suggested that the basic indication of response inde

pendence is the development of behavior characteristic of the schedules

programmed separately, and such behavior was observed. The procedures

used to control for the maintenance of right key responding by stimulus
changes resulted in zero rates of responding on the right key in the
absence Typical avoidance behavior developed when shockof shock.

contingencies were programmed for the right key. These obser-related

suggest that avoidance behavior was controlled by the shockvations

However, when the VI schedule was changed to excontingencies .

tinction, escape behavior predominated, and avoidance responses oc-

Ihis finding suggests sane influence of the VIcurred infrequently.

The likelihood that the avoidance behavior wason avoidance behavior.

simply a function of a food-chained response pattern was considered but

pattern would not necessarily develop. Single response avoidance be-
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rejected because the characteristic avoidance behavior was much more
closely related to the temporal parameters of the avoidance schedule
than to those of the VI schedule. The VI responding appeared to keep
the bird in the presence of the shock correlated stimuli which appeared

behavior. Other related experimental manipulations supported this

analysis of schedule dependence. Consequently, it was concluded that

the occurrence of shock was a necessary, but not sufficient, condition

for the maintenance of avoidance behavior in this situation. A com

plete assessment of the specific elements controlling the shock related

behavior will require further investigation.

on the center key, making avoidance behavior dependent on maintained VI



CHAPTER IV

THE HUMAN EXPERIMENT

Method

Subjects

Seven humans, all males, ranging in age frcm 19 to 23 years, were

used. All were recruited from undergraduate classes in the University

of Alabama and were experimentally naive at the outset of this in

vestigation .

Apparatus

The human environment was a recm having inside dimensions of 9-25
ft. wide by 11.33 ft- long by 8.00 ft. high. All interior walls, and
the ceiling, were covered on both sides with acoustical tile, and the

A window opening infloor was covered with a carpet pad and carpet.
the only exterior wall was covered on the inside with acoustical tile
except for that portion through which an air conditioner was mounted.
A wood construction sound baffle was affixed around the window opening

The only door inon the outside wall to further dampen exterior noise.
the environment was covered on the inside with two layers, and on the

The ambient noise leveloutside with one layer, of acoustical tile.
was estimated to be about 60 db, almost entirely produced by the air

The sound attenuation of the environment was such thatconditioner.
it was impossible to hear the programming equipment operate. The
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heater and the air conditioner. Securely fastened to one wall of the
environment was a sloping desk top rack which had three panel spaces
measuring 12.25 by 19.00 in. A microphone which could be used to moni
tor subjects vocalizations and a speaker through which auditory stimuli
could be presented were mounted in the center panel space. Hiring
approximately three months of this investigation the operanda for
another study were mounted in the right hand panel space, but during
the remainder of this study the right hand panel space was open. One
panel, 5.25 by 19.00 in., was mounted at the top of the panel space
and contained an illuminated digital display. The characters in the
display were 0.625 in. high, and could be illuminated to display any
number from +0.00 to +4.80, in increments of 0.20, with the + sign
always lighted. Immediately below the display panel was a panel
measuring 7.00 by 19.00 in. on which was mounted one spring-loaded
toggle switch, 1.50 in. from the bottom of the panel and 3.125 ft.
vertically from the floor level, the VI schedule switch. Four inches
above the switch a hole having a diameter of 1.19 in. was cut. Be
hind this opening, and flush with the back of the panel a clear
plastic piece, to which a piece of cumulative recorder paper was taped,

The whole assembly appeared as a translucent disc and itwas mounted.
Behind the translucent disc a 7.5 watt,will be referred to as such.

Also, a bell which sounded115 volt AC clear glass bulb was mounted.
like those which accompany a cash register was attached at the back of

tenperature of the room was maintained reasonably constant year round 
by adjusting the settings on a thermostatically controlled electric
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this panel. The display, translucent disc, and the VI switch were

mounted on the center line of their respective panels.

On the opposite wall 7.875 ft. from the VI switch and 4.125 ft.

vertically from the floor, another spring-loaded toggle switch, the a-

voidance switch, was mounted on an aluminum box having dimensions of

4.63 by 5.75 by 3.19 in. Three inches above the avoidance switch an

other 1.19 in. in diameter translucent disc was mounted. Both the a-

voidance switch and the translucent disc were mounted on the center

line of the aluminum box. Behind the translucent disc was a 7-5 watt,

115 volt AC clear glass bulb wired in series with the bulb behind the

other panel. Thus, a visual stimulus having similar characteristics

could be provided at each position. When visual stimuli were used,

they served as a clock correlated with the avoidance contingency,

Though the two translucentvarying in intensity from dim to bright.

discs appeared approximately equal in intensity on visual inspection,

The dim intensity for boththey differed at the maximum intensity.

The maximum intensity ofstimuli was less than 0.1 milli-Lamberts.

the translucent disc above the VI switch was 4.0 milli-Lamberts while

that above the avoidance switch was 8.0 milli-Lamberts. All readings

were made with a photoelectric light meter in foot-candles and con

verted to milli-Lamberts where appropriate.

During a session, the environment was illuminated by light

scattered from an incandescent indirect lighting fixture mounted on

the wall above the VI switch providing an average ambient level of 2.0

A four tube flourescent fixture was mounted on thefoot-candles.
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ceiling, but was not used. An ash tray was placed on the rack top above

the VI working panel. No provision was made for visual observation of

the subjects.

The programming equipment was separated from the environment by

forcement contingencies were programned using standard relay circuitry.

The data were collected and recorded using counters, timers, cumulative

recorders, and a Brush Electronics Company single channel Direct

Writing Oscillograph.

Procedure

In an initial contact, subjects were asked if they would be willing
to accept a long term job in an experiment. They were informed that no
electric shock would be used and that drugs would not be administered.
It was then indicated to them that it wuld be necessary to come to the
laboratory daily for about one hour at times which would not interfere

They were then told that during workingwith their academic schedule.
periods it would be possible to earn money at the rate of approximately

If at this point their answerfive dollars and fifty cents per hour.
indicated acceptance of the job, a schedule was arranged which allowed

Some work sessions were arranged onrunning 1 to 3 sessions per day.
weekends if that time best fitted the subject's schedule. The first

contact was terminated by telling the subjects where to report for

They were told not to ask questions concerningtheir work sessions.

their work because such questions would not be answered.

When a subject reported for the first work session he was led

a buffer room 9-25 by 9.25 by 8.00 ft. which was kept erroty. Rein-
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into the environment and told:

During these comments the display was illuminated to read +0.00, and it

No ad

ditional instructions were given.

Following the introductory comments the subject was closed in the

For subjects 1 through 6, a reinforcement, a 0.20 incre-environment.

ment in the display reading accompanied by the sounding of the bell,

was programmed to occur with the first closure of the VI switch. Four

additional reinforcements were presented on a continuous reinforcement

The next 10 reinforcements were delivered for each of twoschedule.

Reinforcements 16

through 21 were delivered on the VI2 schedule of reinforcement used
throughout the remainder of this analysis beginning with the second

At the beginning of subsequent sessions the displaywork session.
was dark, the session time beginning when the display was illuminated

at +0.00.

zero level for at least four days, a concurrent schedule was programmed

The components of the schedule were VI2 and ad-for the next session.

The stimulus programmed to occur if the SS intervaljusting avoidance.

Subtractionstimed out was the subtraction of 0.20 from the display.

continued at the rate of one per second until an escape response was

When responses on the avoidance switch dropped to a zero or near-

consecutive completions of FR 5, 10, 15, and 20.

You can earn money in this room. The amount of money 
you earn during each work session will show on this display 
which reads in dollars. Each work session will last until 
you have earned four dollars and twenty cents or 45 min. 
whichever occurs first. It will always be possible to earn 
the four dollars and twenty cents within the time limit.

was pointed to at the appropriate point during the comments.
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Table 2

Sessions to Stability With RS

Manipulated
(SS interval constant at 24 sec.)

Subject RS Intervals-Sec.
Without CorrelatedWith Correlated

StimulusStimulus

20.5 10.5 1 2

492 1950

829275

887 9
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Table 3

Sessions to Stability With SS

Manipulated
(RS interval constant at 1 sec.)

Subj ect SS Interval-Sec.

Without CorrelatedWith Correlated

StimulusStimulus
24 4824 48 1212

4 1320 33
4014 115

366 20 10
87 1212
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Bible 4

Sessions to Stability With the

Stimulus Condition Manipulated

(Avoidance Contingencies Constant During

SS=24 sec., RS=1 sec.)These Changes:

Subject Without CorrelatedWith CorrelatedDirection of

StimulusStimulusStimulus Change

14471 With to Without

885 Without to With
6 1112Without to With

24 107 With to Without
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made. A click sound presented through the speaker accompanied each

occurrence of a subtraction. The stimulus correlated with the avoid

ance contingency or no correlated stimulus condition was introduced

at the same time. The correlated stimulus always varied from dim to

bright in the range of the maximum time which could be accumulated from

the occurrence of the aversive event which was equal to the SS inter

val. The bright end of the continuum was associated with the sub

traction of money. The SS and RS intervals used were 12, 24, and 48;

and 0.5, 1, and 2 sec., respectively. The initial condition programmed
was SS=2t sec. and RS=1 sec. with schedule manipulations made from that
baseline. Any condition was continued until the avoidance rates were

within plus or minus 10 per cent and the VI rates were within plus or

minus 25 per cent of their respective means for the same eight con

secutive sessions, which was considered to represent stable behavior.

Tables 2, 3, and 4 present the numbers of sessions to meet the sta

bility requirements when the RS, SS, and correlated stimulus conditions

were manipulated.

Subject 7 was placed on the concurrent schedule from the first
Subject 3 dropped out of school after 54session without shaping.

No data had been obtained at that time resessions had been run.

biweekly according to the cumulative amounts of money earned during
the work sessions of the preceding two week period.

Results

No difficulty was encountered regarding the subjects' meeting

lating to the variables investigated. Subjects were paid by check
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Table 5

Aversive Stimulus Occurrences Following

the Development of Avoidance Behavior

Most Consecutive

TotalTotal Sessions Without

Subject a Subtraction SessionsSubtractions
1 771953

1852 32 31
54163 9

4 801539
3816 1755

6 1013052
134587 7
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their session appointments, or reporting to the laboratory on tire.

This finding is an indication of the degree of control of the experi

mental contingencies, particularly when the remote location of the

laboratory with respect to the campus, bad weather conditions, and the

using the monetary reinforcer, was accomplished within the first

session. The time from the start of the first session to the first

response on the VI switch ranged from 8 to 28 min. The response rate
on the avoidance switch over the four days prior to the introduction

for subjects 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6, 0.00
per min. and for subject 2, 0.07 per min.

All subjects developed effective avoidanceAvoidance Behavior.
behavior within one to three sessions after the introduction of the

Nineteen to 53 sessions were requiredconcurrent schedule conditions.

to achieve stahi 11 ty under the first programmed concurrent schedule.

Usually stability requirements were met in fewer sessions under subse

quent conditions.

Table 5 presents the number of occurrences of the aversive event

100 per cent of the scheduled aversive events were successfully avoided

by all subjects. No decrement in that level of successful avoidance

was ever observed in any subject.

The VI2 schedule was maintainedFunctional Relationships.

throughout the investigation. Typically, the VI required longer than
the avoidance behavior to reach a stable level, but once stable the VI

of the concurrent schedule was:

total sessions run, see coluim 4 Table 5, are considered. Shaping,

after avoidance behavior had developed. Greater than 99 but less than
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Fig. 6. Response rates as a function of RS interval for sub
jects 2 and with a correlated stimulus, and 5 without a correlated
stimulus. Maximum, minimum, and mean rates for the eight stable 
sessions are shown for each point.
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The VI

time spent in avoidance responding.

for subjects 4 and 7. Switching rates did decline with increases in

the avoidance contingency. A moderate avoidance rate in

subjects 4 and 7 is evident in Fig. 5, particularly atcrease for

SS=12 sec. When there was no stimulus correlated with the avoidance

contingency, as for subjects 5 and 6, no switching rate changes were

observed as evidenced by the overlapping distributions of switching.

The relative inefficiency of the response pattern of all subjects

is reflected in the rate of ineffective avoidance responding, which

represents responses occurring after the maximum time from the aversive

With the correlated stimulus, the SS interval manipulations pro

duced a systematic decrease in the interaction of the concurrent

spending as the SS interval increased (Fig. 5) appears to be consistent 

for all subjects. However, note that the functions for subjects 4 and

the SS interval for subjects 4 and 7, for whom the stimulus was corre

lated with

schedules, or switching rates, as the SS interval increased. As may 

be seen in Fig. 5, the distributions of switching rates do not overlap

rates remained constant over numerous changes in the avoidance com

ponent, as may be seen in the overlapping distributions of VI re

sponding under the various conditions in Fig. 5, 6, and 7.

change for subject 4 shown in Fig. 5 at SS=12 sec. was related to the 

decreased time available for VI responding because of increased 

switching, from 2.3 to 3.8 per min. The change in VI rate for subject 

5 at RS=0.5 and 2 sec. in Fig. 6 was, similarly, related to increased

event had been accumulated. The decrease in ineffective avoidance re-
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The functions shown for

With a correlated stimulus, RS interval manipulations should have

produced a systematic decrease in avoidance rate as the RS interval

in Fig. 6 for subjects 2 and 7 with a correlated stimulus, the distri-

rates for subj’ ects 2 and 7 did decrease with increasing RS interval

quent increment shown for subj’ect 5, without a correlated stimulus,

derives from the way the data are presented. As manipulated, RS=0.5

and 2 sec. both followed RS=1 sec. Hence, the first change, to RS=0.5

sec., resulted in a high rate of avoidance responding which was unaf-

The change from RS=1 sec. to RS=0.5 sec.fected by subsequent changes.

produced the only reliable change in responding observed for subj’ects

Slight changes in ineffective a-without a correlated stimulus.

Stimulus Control.

lated, Fig. 7, with other avoidance contingencies constant at SS=24

When the change was made from the correlated stimu-sec. and RS=1 sec.

lus to no correlated stimulus (subj’ects 1 and 7) avoidance, switching,

and ineffective avoidance rates increased substantially as may be seen

voidance responding may also be seen in Fig. 6 for subj’ects 2 and 7-

A relatively larger change in ineffective responding for subj’ect 5 is

7 result from changes in avoidance responding.

subj’ects 5 and 6, however, result primarily from changes in the inter

vals in which effective responding could occur.

also evident in Fig. 6.

The correlated stimulus variable was manipu-

increased, but not necessarily a change in switching. As may be seen

length while switching rates remained stable. The decrement and subse-

butions of avoidance response rates do not overlap. The avoidance
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in the absence of overlap in the respective distributions.

the correlated stimulus was added for subjects 5 and 6.

Since subject 7 was used under all conditions, Big. 8 was prepared

behavioral change as variations in the program were made was typical

for all subjects with a schedule correlated stimulus. The degree of

control of the behavior by the experimental contingencies is perhaps

best exemplified by the rapid shifts shown for sessions 133 and 134

in Fig. 8.

Discussion
Avoidance Behavior. The data clearly indicate that effective

concurrent VI and avoidance behavior can be established in humans.

Further, the behavior, once established, changed systematically when

tempts to use humans in avoidance studies with a variety of aversive

stimuli have typically found that only 40 to 80 per cent of the

subjects developed avoidance behavior (Ader & Scibetta, 1964; Ader

subjects used in this investigation developed successful avoidance

Table 5 illustrates the degree of control exercised by thebehavior.

that occurrences of the aversive stimulus were separated by 7 to 38

7 was exposed to terminal contingencies from session one and developed

However, no 

behavioral changes were evident, all of the distributions overlap, when

a stimulus was correlated with physical manipulations. Other at-

to illustrate the sequential changes in behavior. The abruptness of

aversive condition used in this experiment. It may be seen in Table 5

sessions, yet stable avoidance behavior was maintained. Since subject

& Tatum, 1961, 1963; Baer, I960, 1962; Stone, 1961). All of the
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conditions, it would appear that the shaping procedures used for the
other subjects could be eliminated in further studies.

Functional Relationships. The independent effects of the ad

justing avoidance parameters are evident in Fig. 5 and 6. Manipu-

action of the concurrent schedules or switching rate as the SS interval

was increased. The effect of the SS Interval was to control the

RS interval for subjects having a correlated stimulus (Fig. 6, subjects

2 and 7) produced a systematic decrease in response rate as the RS

interval was increased. Daus, the effect of the RS interval was the

control of the rate at which avoidance responses were emitted during

programned, the concurrent behavior was insensitive to SS and RS

changes over a wide range; the only change observed being one following

an RS interval decrease.

The difference in the behaviors observed withStimulus Control.

and without a correlated stimulus could only be related to the presence

apparent in the data relating to the manipulation of the correlated

When the correlated stimulus wasstimulus condition shown in Fig. 7-

withdrawn, subjects 1 and 7, response patterns developed typical of

the subjects who had not been exposed to the stimulus correlated with

lations of the SS interval for subjects having a correlated stimulus 

(Fig. 5, subjects 4 and 7) produced a systematic decrease in the inter

avoidance behavior consistent with that of other subjects under the same

an instance of avoidance responding. When no correlated stimulus was

frequency of instances of avoidance responding. Manipulations of the

or absence of discriminative stimuli. This factor is perhaps more
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the avoidance contingency.

added to the avoidance component, subjects 5 and 6, no changes in re

sponse patterns were observed for as long as 35 sessions and changed

then only after radical changes in the programned contingencies. It

appeared that the subjects for which the correlated stimulus was
added were maintaining previously reinforced patterns of responding
which prevented their ever being exposed to the full range of the
stimulus. Ihat is, their avoidance responding occurred in a pattern

which always maintained them in the dinner half of the stimulus con

tinuum. To check this possibility, both schedules were placed on

extinction which finally allowed several presentations of the full

stimulus continuum. When reinforcement conditions were reinstated,

behavior more typical of subjects with a correlated stimulus developed

and was maintained.

The correlated stimulus effects observed in this investigation

are strikingly similar to those observed in studies using infrahuman

Specifically, Sidman (1962a) reported that rats exposed tosubjects.

adjusting avoidance contingencies without a stimulus control procedure
responded in a pattern such that the maximum temporal distance from

Exactly the same result was observed in theshock was maintained.
Sidman (1962a) and Field and Boren (1963)present study using humans.

reported that the behavior of rats exposed to adjusting avoidance
contingencies with some fom of correlated stimulus was such that

Also, they reported that reshock was closely approached in time.
spending occurred in bursts, multiple responses occurring closely

However, when the correlated stimulus was
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together.
seldom that a burst of responding was continued to the point that the
maximum temporal distance from shock was reached. Except for the
latter point, these characteristics were consistently observed in the
human subjects of this investigation. Human subjects typically con
tinued their bursts of responding until the maximum temporal distance
had been accumulated, and beyond, as evidenced by the rate of in
effective avoidance responding. Several factors may account for this

Perhaps the mostapparent difference between the rat and human data.
likely is the difference in maximum times which could be accumulated

Sidman (1962a) used a maximumfrom the time of the aversive event.
of 50 sec., Field and Boren (1963) used a maximum of 100 sec., while
the typical maximum for this study was 24 sec., though 12 and 48 sec.

Even with the exmaximums were used during the SS manipulations.
tended bursts of responding evident in the human behavior, rarely
would as much as 35 sec. have been accumulated when the maximum possi-

Hence, it is possible that the lack of similarity
between the rat and human behavior, based on accumulation of the
maximum temporal distance from shock, may simply be a function of the

It is also possible that the a-shorter maximum used in this study.
used with the humans was more effectively controllingversive event

The data presented in Table 5the adjusting avoidance behavior.

in terms of the occurrence of the aversive event, thesuggest that,
control observed in this study was more effective than electric shock

It is not uncommon to observe that only 50 towith rats or humans.

Bursting occurred at a fairly regular interval and it was

ble was 24 sec.
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80 per cent of scheduled shocks are avoided.

The stimulus control of free-operant avoidance behavior has also

been demonstrated (Sidman, 1955; Sidman & Boren, 1957; Thomas, 1965;

results obtained from this investigation are in agreement with this

general finding and indicate that the conditions preceding shock can

be discriminated when a continuously changing stimulus dimension is

correlated with the range of the temporal interval.

of or escape from stimuli which precede the occurrence of shock. The

Ulrich, Holz, & Azrin, 1964). The typical finding has been avoidance



CHAPTER V

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Avoidance Behavior. Using the procedures developed for this in

vestigation, concurrent VI and adjusting avoidance behavior in pigeons

and humans was established. This finding alone is of importance since

in a similar investigation, Sidman (1958) reported difficulties which

forcement.

& Skinner, 1957; Kelleher & Cook, 1959; Sidman, 1958; Sidman, 1962b)

voidance studies, concurrent VI and avoidance behavior has not been

previously reported. Further, no previous concurrent work with the

adjusting avoidance schedule has been reported. Nor has there been

reported a systematic evaluation of the independent adjusting a-

In thisvoidance parameters in either single or concurrent schedules.

investigation the avoidance schedule parameters were independently

Their effects with subjects using a stimulus controlmanipulated.
the SS interval controls the frequency ofprocedure may be stated:

avoidance responding instances while the RS interval controls the rate

at which avoidance responding occurs.

Key-peck shock avoidance behavior in pigeons has not been re-

The procedures used in this investigation resultedported previously.

were resolved only by abandoning VI scheduling of positive rein-

Though other investigators (Catania et al., 1966; Ferster

have reported concurrent positive reinforcement and free-operant a-
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in effective avoidance behavior in all of the birds.

available which facilitates the extension of the use of the pigeon into

a new area of investigation.

The adjusting avoidance behavior observed in this study without a

correlated stimulus is similar to that reported by Baer (I960; 1962)

using children. Free-operant avoidance behavior with adult humans has

also been reported but usually only a minority of the subjects have

developed avoidance behavior (Ader & Scibetta, 1964; Ader & Ihtum,

1961, 1963; Stone, 1961). Typically these studies have been of short

duration, have used electric shock or the loss of a small amount of

money as the aversive stimulus, and the subj'ects have been paid only

The contingent gain and loss of money usedfor their participation.

in this study probably accounts for the larger percentage of subjects

acquiring effective avoidance behavior, since sane use of money is

canmon to all of the similar studies.

Ihe subjects used in this study not only developed effective

avoidance behavior, but it was maintained over numerous sessions.

This is p articular ly clear in Table 5 where it may be seen that the

aversive stimulus actually occurred in fewer than one-third of the

the aversive control found in this study, it should be recalled that

changed systematically in response to manipulation of the RS interval.

The importance of this finding is simply that a procedure is now

Not only was a- 

voidance behavior established but it was shorn that the behavior

the aversive stimulus was a conditioned aversive event. In fact,

total sessions after avoidance behavior had developed. In evaluating
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The effective

control of the conditioned aversive stimulus found in this investi

gation stands in contrast to the relatively ineffective control found

concrete reason for the difference in conditioned and painful aversive

stimuli is suggested by the data. However, it does seem clear that

humans function in an environment controlled by conditioned stimuli

which are generally remote from typical primary reinforcers such as

the contrary, are inrnediately available in the environment. Hence,

it would appear that with human subjects conditioned reinforcing stimu

li, such as money or something that stands for money, may be more

The data obtained from this investigationappropriate reinforcers.
certainly support such a statement, but final conf innation will re

quire that investigations be performed which directly compare primary

and conditioned reinforcing stimuli.

Another inportant difference between this and other avoidance

studies with humans is that the behavior was established without the

The behavior developed in thisuse of instructions to the subjects.

study was obtained by the contingent arrangement of reinforcement.

Skinner (1966a; 1966b) has comnented on the use of instructions in

His basic point was that if experimentalthe study of human behavior.

interest is in examining behavior under reinforcement control, then

care must be taken to exclude the possibility of obscuring those

money was not immediately lost; the aversive event was defined by a 

decrement in a digital display which stood for money.

when a painful stimulus such as shock has been used with humans. No

food and the removal or avoidance of pain. Conditioned stimuli, on
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effects through the use of instructions. The point was not made as a

criticism of instructions, per se, because instruction effects could be

systematically investigated, but rather as a caution to those who at

tempt to study reinforcement effects.

In a recent study (Catania et al., 1966) it was suggested that

schedule interactions do not occur in concurrent contexts where the

separate schedules are under the control of different reinforcers.

The reinforcers used in this investigation for VI and avoidance be

havior were different, and thus permitted direct examination of this

The data presented in Chapters III and IV indicate thatsuggestion.

no reinforcement interactions were present since avoidance schedule

VI behavior.

That is,

parameter values will have to be determined through further studies

The avoidance behavior of the pigeons was not easily shaped,pigeons.

requiring several hours of experimental time, whereas no shaping of

There were no differences in the time requiredhumans was required.

SS and RS intervals a physical interaction was taking place.

at those values the physical demand of the avoidance schedule was such

manipulations produced changes in avoidance, but had no effect on the 

However, the decrease in VI rates shown for subject 4 

in Fig. 5 and subject 5 in Fig. 6 would suggest that at the shortest

that less time was avai lab! e for VI responding. Whether or not a 

physical interaction limit was approached at the shortest avoidance

which explore shorter SS and RS values.

Though this study was not specifically comparative, there were 

similarities and differences in the data obtained from humans and
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occurrence of the aversive event occurred following changes for the

pigeons, no such increase was observed for humans. Another difference
between the two was the development of a multiple avoidance response

pattern for humans, but the failure of pigeons to develop a similar

pattern. It is probable that the relative discriminative control of

reinforcement contingencies and the large difference in avoidance

schedule values accounts for this difference.

The primary similarity between humans and pigeons is that both

developed concurrent behavior under similar conditions. Further, that

behavior was found to vary with manipulations of the physical di-

the very least, support the often unlabeled assumption that principles

relating to human behavior can be successfully investigated using

infrahuman subjects.

to reach stability following exposure to the first concurrent schedule, 

but the pigeons typically required longer to reach stability sifter

mansions of the adjusting avoidance schedule. These similarities, at

changes in independent variables. While a temporary increase in the
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